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Music Night
To Be Gala
Will Be
Event For All Students
Assigned Projects

Number 25

Czech Student Leads Assembly
An Open Letter

Spacek Will Launch Drive
With Speech For WSSF

Giving is an important part of
Music Night, Maine's annual disliving. Discovery of this truth
The projects Committee will go over
play of all the campus musical organicomes early in any education that
zations, will be presented Friday eve- the Maine Day sign-up cards this
Vaclav Spacek, an undergraduate of Charles University, Prague,
is
worthy of the name.
ning, at 7:45, in the Memorial Gym- week and will assign students and
will
speak
under the sponsorship of the World Student Service Fund,
In a university community, whethnasium. Participating in this concert
faculty members to the different projassembly Monday. May 3. at 8:45. His address will
at
a
general
er
to
give
or
not
can
hardly he the
will be the combined Glee Club, Band,
Orchestra, and the Modern Dance ects. In some cases it '1611 be im- question. When worthy causes pre- launch the Good Will Chest Drive on the campus.
Proceeds from the drive will be dispossible to grant the signees first choice I sent themselves, our concern will
Group.
tributed among several worthy agenMusic Night is sponsored by as some projects have been oversub- he "when" and "how" rather than
cies, the NN'orld Student Service Fund
Mu Alpha Epsilon, honorary music scribed. An honest effort will be made "whether."
being one of the recipients.
to
assign
everyone
to
the
project
they
The University of Maine Good
society. On this evening, the Mu Alpha
A native of Prague, Mr. Spacek was
most
desire.
Assignment
cards
will
be
Will
Drive
is
an
effort
to
unify
our
Epsilon senior award will be presented
for
some time a star player on Czechoreturned
to
signees
a
few
days before giving, to answer more effectively
The Veterans Office has announced
to the senior who has contributed the
slovakia's
second National Hockey
Maine
Day.
the questions of "),hen" and "how." that May 15 is the deadline for making
most to the advancement of music on
Team
and
has played in many interout
all
It
is
necessary
requested
that
book
a
and
list
of
supply
students The advantages of having a single
the campus. The newly elected memnational matches. He was active in
bers of Mu Alpha will also be an- who will work on departmental proj- relief fund, financed by one annual orders for the spring semester, 1948.
ects be submitted by the departments campaign. hill he readily apparent. All chits must be turmd in at the book- the Prague student uprising against
nounced Friday evening.
the Nazis in 1945. While working for
Soloists in the concert will be Har- to Bob Worrick's office, 207 Library, The Good Will Chest merits our store if a veteran wishes a book or at the underground,
he and a Czech army
109
East
before
Annex
if
they
do
May
1.
not
want
This
a
list
is
best
support.
necessary
riette Watson in a soprano aria by
captain organized a "Service of Supin
book
or
if
it
is
order
that
not
available.
all
workers
may
receive
Arthur
A.
Hauck
Puccini, and Morna Kimball, Jean
ply" for the resistance, and delivered
President
A report should be turned in at the
\Vallace, and Ruth Small of the Dance refreshments.
heavy anti-tank weapons by truck to
East Annex if a veteran is planning to
Group in a pastorelle by Debussy.
student fighting units in the occupied
go to summer school at the University
The program will last approximately
city.
or planning to attend another ilistituone hour, followed by two and a half
After the war. Mr. Spacek worked
tion this summer or next fall.
hours dancing to the music of the
for the American Army in Prague. and
popular Ray Downes and his orchestra.
Veterans should inform the East
Pilsen, and then traveled into GerAdmission to the event is 60 cents, tax
Annex office if they wish their June
many with American units as an inincluded.
subsistence check sent to an address
terpreter. Since the end of the war,
MUSIC NIGHT PROGRAM
other than where it is now going.
he has traveled through Germany,
The National Anthem; Coronation
Austria, Denmark, Sweden, Holland,
March: Meyerbeer, Band; Overture
Belgium, and England.
"Egmont": Beethoven, Orchestra;
Mr. Spacek came to this country
Prayer and Church Scene (from the
' in 1947 to study American business
Opera "Cavalleria Rusticana"): .Masand industrial methods. His firstcagni, Glee Clubs.
The Pine Needle contest to select the hand observations of student conditions
Slavische Rhapsodic : Friedman. Orqueen of campus wives rolls merrily throughout central Europe have conchestra; Soprano Aria: L'ii Bel Di,
on. Only a few more days to get in vinced him of the importance of the
Vedremo (from the opera "Madam
the entries.
work the World Student Service Fund
Butterfly"): Puccini. Miss Harriette
This week the Pine Needle announ- is trying to do.
Watson; Grand Selection: Maritana:
ces the following list of prizes donated
The WSSF is based upon the three
Wallace, Band.
by the merchants of Orono and Ban- R's for peace, Relief, Rehabilitation,
Announcement of Mu Alpha Epsilon
gor for the contest winner.
and Reconstruction. They have sent
Senior Award, Professor Adelbert
A permanent wave from the Marcris food to thousands of university students
Sprague; Pastorelle—"La Plus Que
Beauty Salon in Orono. A Revlon in Athens, Vienna, Shanghai, Milan,
Lente": Debussy, Dance Club; SoloDean Wilson shows Pauline True and Dave Hamlin the certificate of
Beauty Kit from the Buffum Beauty and have helped them to complete their
ists: Morna Kimball, Jean Wallace,
Maine's siipport of a French school.
—Yetchtill Photo
Shoppe. Credit slips for merchandise education. Machines and books are
and Ruth Small.
from Orono's A & P, S & S. and First sent to needy students in the devastated
Dance of the Comedians (from the
National stores. A gift as yet un- countries.
opera "The Bartered Bride"): SmeThe organization also provides medidisclosed from Park's Hardware. A
tana. Glee Clubs and Orchestra.
six way floor lamp from the Bangor cal care and housing for students
Hydro store in Orono. Free cleaning wherever possible. Mr. Spacek has
from Hillson's Cleaners and Craig the seen evidences of their work that make
Tailor. A dress of the lady's choice WSSF a cao,e to be supported.
By TERRY GARCELON
Europe, $96 per year for one child. from Freese's in Bangor. Credit slips
When the University of Maine Good Other projects deal with the sponsor- for merchandise in the followiii
Six men have announced their can- \Ill Drive gets underway on May 3, ship of schools in disadvantaged rural
women's shops in Bangor—Burdell's.
didacy for Mayor. This is one more an interesting feature of the campaign areas of the United States at $72 per Rines', Brady's, Frey's, and Senter's.
than originally planned, but since there will be the Save the Children Federa- school, and layettes for babies in
Hosiery from Smith's Specialty Shop.
seems no choice among the candidates, tion, one of the many charitable organi- Europe and rural America at $10 per A blouse from United Stores. A handits regular meeting Tuesday evethe committee has agreed to let all zations which will benefit by the drive. layette.
bag from the System Company.
ning. April 27, the Men's Senate
Two years ago the University resix run.
According to Paul Saintonge. chairThese prizes will total around a nominated Jim Donovan. Rip Haskell,
The candidates, with their managers, ceived a certificate for emergency ser- man of the Committee for Colleges of
and twenty-five dollars in George Marsanskis, and Will Moulhundred
are: Vaughan Franchetti, Lambda vice as the sponsor of a French school, the Federation, material conditions in
value. No less than a small windfall ton for the Washington Alumni AsChi. Charlie Brown, Latnbda Chi; the Lycee D'A lencon in Orne, France. Europe have greatly improved since
sociation Watch Award.
the lucky winner.
for
Ken Marden, Phi Kappa Sigma, Don By contributing money for food and the program was inaugurated in the
Senior President of the Men's Athphotos
Get
those
Hurry!
Hurry!
Mead. Phi Kappa Sigma; Leslie Ray, clothing for the school children of fall of 1945; but today the schools
the Pine Needle, letic Association will be chosen May
snapshots
into
and
301 Corbett Hall, Robert Moran, 30 France. Maine has added to the cul- are "still far from normal," he added.
Administration Building. No entries 11 from the following : Jim Beaudry,
Blake St., Bangor; Dick Huff. 312 tural as well as economic relation- School supplies such as pencils, books,
be accepted after Monday. May Jack Zollo, John Schmidlin, and Hencan
Oak Hall, Art Tsomides, 304 Dunn ships between the two countries.
maps, first aid materials, paper, chalk,
ry Dombkowski. Voters are reminded
3rd.
This year, Maine wants to go further and erasers are still badly needed, as
Hall; Charlie Cook, Alpha Tau Omethat the President of the M.A.A. will
ga, Bob Ludwig, Alpha Tau Omega: in aiding the needy children of Europe well as the food and clothing for physialso be a member of the Board of
Seniors Must Reserve
and Hal Jack, Theta Chi, Dick Bon- as well as children in sections of this cal comfort.
Trustees of the Bookstore.
country. Money raised at the UniversiT:Tti
The Save the Children Federation Caps And Gowns Soon
Either Ralph Barnett, Henry DombCampaigning may be conducted Fri- ty is sent to New York City, head- is a member of the American Council
kowski Jack Zollo, or Jim Beaudry
Caps and gow 115 tor graduation must
day, May 7, from 7:00 to 7:45 a.m., quarters of the Save the Children of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign
will be elected Senior member.
between classes. and from 5:35 to 8:00 Federation, where commodities are Service, and is represented on the be reserved at the bookstore before
Contenders for the position of junior
p.m.. and on Saturday from 7:00 to purchased and sent to the most needy hoard of CARE. through which the May 15.
member are: Joe Murray, Ed McUniversity of Maine has sent several
7:45 a.m., between classes, and from sections.
Information required with the order Dermott. Hank Peacley. and Alton
Among the projects concerning edu- packages to Europe. Administration is height, weight, and hat size.
12:35 to 8:00 p.m. There will he no
I lopkins.
activity on Sunday. Monday's schedule cation for the children is the sponsor- abroad is in cooperation with the sister Rental fee for the outfit is $2.25 for , It was voted to postpone election
in the coun- men and $2.65 for women. The higher of a sophomore member until next fall
N% ill be the same as Friday's, with final ship of schools in Europe. $150 for a affiliates of the
speeches being given from 7:00 to 8:00 unit of 30 children. Another project tries served, and there is an administra- price for women includes cost of the when the freshmen arrive from the
is the sponsorship of children in tive staff in Europe.
p.m., at a place to be designated.
white collar.
\nnex.
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Radio Guild Will
Plug Relief Drive
The Maine Radio Guild will open its
last school-month of production next
Wednesday night with a plug for the
Good Will Chest drive. The show,
written by Joe Tillum and Biff Shalek,
is in dramatic form.
Last night, four Old Town High
School students and several students in
education classes discussed teaching
problems on the secondary level.
Short, minute-long dramatic skits
were produced by Guild members and
then discussed by the visitors. The program was directed by Rita Graham.
The winner of the forthcoming Intra-Fraternity Sing will be heard on
the Guild program on May 12. The
Feature attraction of the Sigma Chi party Saturday night were Bob Ellis,
following week, May 19, the story deBetty Lou Wallace, Gertrude Tsen, and Katumie Thompson.
scribing why and how Maine's two
students from Greece came here will
be aired.
Radio Guild programs are heard
each Wednesday evening at 7:30 over
Decked out in the fashion of the punch, picked bananas off the pine WLBZ in
Bangor.
islands, Sigma Chi held an Hawaiian , boughs at their leisure, and watched
Beachcomber Party which more than the colored spray from a fountain sur- Contact
Representatives
200 couples attended last Saturday rounded with greenery of all types.
Will
Be
Here
For Vets
The highlight of the evening took
night.
A contact representative will be in
Couples danced upstairs to the music place during intermission when Miss
Wallace, Miss Kamie 206 Library Wednesday afternoons
Lou
Betty
changMaine
and
the
Pandas
of the
Thompson, and Miss Gertrude Tseu, from 1:30 to 4:00. He will answer
ing red and green lights of a light- all of Honolulu, and Mr. Bob Ellis, of questions
from veterans concerning
house while people gathered down- Lihue, Kauia, T. H., entertained the insurance, disability compensation,
stairs for an informal cabaret atmos- huge congregation with song and medical treatment, and subsistence
phere. Guys and gals sat at tables for dance.
Non-receipt of subsistence checks
should be reported only to the contact
representative or the Veterans EduCO
cation Office. 109 East Annex.
A new bill passed effective April 1,
1948. raises the ceiling on total income
for students as follows: $210 per month
for a single man with no dependents;
$270 per month for a man with one
dependent, and $290 per month for a
man with more than one dependent.

Sigma Chi Has Beachcomber Party

PAUL'S

College men prefer
JOHN PAUL SLACKS
The biggest showing in town

JoHn NUL

O.

Sprague Conducts
Symphony Concert
The concert presented by the Bangor Symphony Orchestra Tuesday,
April 27, has become an annual popular
feature of the University assembly
program.
Professor Sprague conducted a program opening with the Star Spangled
Banner; Suppe, Overture, "Morning,
Noon and Night in Vienna," Solo
violoncello, Virginia Birnie ; Mendelssohn II Andante con moto (Procession
of Pilgrims in Naples) III Saltarello;
Presto (Carnival of Rome); Tchaikovsky, Andante cantabile, for string
orchestra.
Delibes, Intermezzo from the Ballet
"Naila"; Ippolitov-Ivainov, Caucasian
Sketches, I In the Mountain Pass, II
in the Village, III In the Mosque,
IV Cortege of the Sardar, concluded
the program.

Freshman Debaters
Win One, Lose Five

This weekend will be the first one
of the season for a MOC overnight
trip. The group will go to the favorite
spot of Camp Lee where a group of
twenty-five students enjoyed one of
the highlights of the year last spring.
There are facilities at the camp for
boating, canoeing, fishing, hiking, good
food, and a good big fireplace for a
song fest or square dancing.
The bus will leave the bookstore at
1:30 p.m. Saturday and the evening
meal will be served at camp. There
will be a big song lest Saturday evening
and Sunday will be a busy day of
sport. The Outing Club promises
everyone attending a good time.
All those that are interested are
urged to sign up in the bookstore
entrance before 4:00 p.m. on Friday.
This is done by filling out one of
the envelopes, depositing $2.50 in it,
and placing the envelope in the MOC
reservation box. The $2.50 covers the
cost of the three meals and transportation to and from the camp.
It is necessary for all those attending to be members of the organization.
Membership cards may be obtained
from Morla Timberlake in the MCA
at a charge of $.50

RECORDS

MGM—Columbia—Decca—Victor
Capitol—Mercury—Majestic, etc.

•

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Bought, Sold, Rented, Exchanged

WINS POPULARITY CONTEST

VINEWS MUSIC CO.
53 Pickering Sq. (Upstairs)

Bangor

IU

BETTS BOOKSTORE

.

,

•

Optometrist
105 Centre St.
Old Town

MOTHER'S DAY

"PINE, POTATOES, AND PEOPLE"
by
Helen Hamlin

TED NEWHALL

edition of a new book by one of
Maine's moat popular chroniclers)
Helen Hamlin's "Nine Mile Bridgewas one of the most successful books about Maine c‘er
published. Now Ne are happy to announce publication

Orono
8171
Call for an appointment

Photographer

•
•

"Pine, Potatoes. and People-a book about Aroostook, a liveb. chronicle of upstate

Home Plate
Restaurant

people, plans, and history.
Reserve your advance cop,

of the special Maine edition
now. Fill out and mail this coupon today.
To be published in May, $3.00.

Please send me

44 Main Si., Orono
Phone 460

Complete
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
DOUBLE-KAY NUTS
Complete Line of
PAPERS & MAGAZINES
Come in and
Try Our Fine Service

autographed copies of the special Maine

edition of Pine, Potatoes, and People by Helen Hamlin, $3.00
C.O.D.

payment herewith

Name
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State
Ss

Published
of the Naive]
ter. Local ai
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sion 51. Mem
national adve
lege Eublishe
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CLIFF WHITT
WILL NISBET.
Associate Editoi
‘in, Sports; Pat
Carol Carr, Sod
Larry Jenness.
Reporters: Walt
Hall Jack, Nort.
Murray. I lal Hai
Sports Staff: Al

Open 7 a.m. to 12 p.m.
OUR SPECIALTY
STEAKS
CHOPS
FRIED CLAMS

Street
ity

1

HAVE YOUR
PORTRAIT
MADE FOR

of a new One—

P44411010;*.vw:A..-. ,'-.4414*4

HO, the man in this picture is not upside down? You must
be reading this standing on your head. Little wonder you
can't pass the Finger-Nail Test. Better straighten up and
streak down to the corner drug store for a bottle or tube of
Wildroot Cream Oil Hair Tonic. Just a spot of Wildroot
Cream-Oil grooms your hair neatly and naturally gives it
that neat, well-groomed "college" man look. Relieves annoying dryness and removes loose, ugly dandruff . . . It's nonalcoholic, so don't try drinking it. Remember, however, it
contains soothing Lanolin. Get Wildroot Cream-Oil hair
tonic today and see for yourself why it's "again and again
the choice of men who put good grooming first." For generous trial supply free, send this ad with
your name and address to Wildroot Co.,
Inc., Dept. C-D, Buffalo 11, N. Y.

Philip Deane 0.11.

58 Columbia Si,, Bangor, Maine

(Special Maine

1.0N,
OtfK.

The

MOC To Hold
Overnight Trip

Maine Freshman Debaters, participating in the first State Freshman Debate Tourney which was held at Colby
last weekend, won one and lost five
debates.
Taking the affirmative of the question
Resolved: that the government should
require arbitration of labor disputes
in all basic American industries, John New Sophomore Eagles
Crooker and Everett Keach defeated
Colby and lost two debates to Bates. Will Be Tapped Soon
The negative team, Mary Linn and
The annual Sophomore Eagle banDwight Demeritt, lost one debate to quet will be held on Wednesday, May
Colby and two to Bates.
5. in the South Estabrooke dining hall.
Dinner will be served at 6 p.m.
Slocum Sleeper, head of the river
The new Sophomore Eagles and the
patrol at Detroit during Prohibition,
of Neai Nfathetai will be
members
stated in 1928 that his men had capthis
time. The guest speaker
tapped
at
tured two million dollars' worth of
Joyce Stevens of the
be
Mrs.
will
months.
period
of 12
liquor in a
speech department.
Tickets for the banquet are now on
sale and may be obtained from the
present members of the Eagles. The
price is $.70 for Off-Campus women.
Largest Selection of Popular, Classical, Western, and Jazz Records
and $.50 for women living in the dormin Northern and Ea.tern Maine
itories.

55 PICKERING SQ,BANGOR::

Mil
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I'm Usually Wrong But

Published Thursdays during the college year
of the University of Maine. Subscription rate:by the students
75c per semester. Local advertising rate: 50c per column inch.
Offices on
second floor front and third floor, MCA Building.
Tel. Extension 51. Member Associated Collegiate Press.
Represente
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national advertising by National Advertising
:ege Publisher's Representative, 420 MadEon Service Inc., Col17, N. Y. Entered as Second Class Matter at Ave., New York
the Post Office,
Orono, Me.

Br BILL BRENNAN

How Pink Are You, Henry?

Sometime before too long we will be called upon
to vote pro or con on the National Student Association, a group just past the natal state which promises to grow into a huge organization.
Although NSA supporters have been active on
campus for several months, their voices have been
feeble outside the floors of the student government
groups, several of which are notorious for their
lack of co-operation with the students.
This column feels that before being called upon
to vote for or against the NSA the students should
have an opportunity to discuss and think about said
organization.
As far as we can figure out, NSA is interested
in three things at this time. To enumerate, they
are: 1) the collecting and dissemination of in formation on curricular reform, discriminary practices
in colleges, higher academic standards, improved
educational equipment, and the "Student Bill of
Rights." 2) The sharing of student council information with colleges which have ineffectual or no
student governments (and that one hits us right
square on the nose). 3) An attempt to bring about
untkrstanding among student groups on a world
basis.
Boiled down to a sentence, the NSA would result in better conditions for students on campus,
the sharing of helpful plans which have already
been tested, and an opportunity to straighten things
out in European schools.
From what we've heard, the thing looks good.
The membership fee is nominal, we have everything to gain and nothing to lose, so let's give it
a try.

The student of government who has followed
the career of Henry Agard Wallace finds himself
up a blind alley and smack against a red brick
wall. In this respect he is hardly alone. Analysts
It says "Keep off the grass."
for the past 15 years have been terming him a
mystic, a fiery prophet, a ruthless politician, a
dangerous radical. Now, decked up in new finery,
he becomes the crusader in a third-party movement. This role cannot hope to gain him the PresiBy BIFF SHALEK
That man when he goes to the polls
dency, but his influence will have a great effect in
You know it's a sad state of affairs to vote will vote for any government
deciding ultimately who our next President will be. when to get people to vote your way that will offer him the hope of earning
All campuses have loyal Wallace men. In cer- you have to take away their rights of a living. He's not lazy. He's not lookabsolution. It stinks when you have to ing for something for nothing. Obtain parts of the country, Mr. Wallace has be- spend two billion
dollars to prove that viously, the government that
come extremely popular with the college student. the American Way of Life is better in power isn't offering him is now
much of
He (the student) is inclined to sport a large blue- than the Russians'. And it makes you anything, for if it was, there wouldn't
and-white Wallace button in his lapel, preaching want to crawl away in a hole some- have been a crisis.
meanwhile in evangelical fashion the pith and sub- where and die when you hear some So what did we do? Oh, we really
shiny-toothed yapper claim it's a great knuckled down on that
boy. We
stance of Mr. Wallace's dogmatism.
victory for all the Democracies of the really showed him how
Democrac
y
One Midwestern college student expounded his world.
works, and how much better off he
views thusly: -It's because Wallace is the one
When a man's pawing in garbage would be if he followed our way of
leader in the country with the guts to preach the cans looking for half-eaten pieces of Life. He either voted our way or he
only kind of liberalism that means a damn today— bread to ease the knotted-starving went to his death, refused the last
pains in his childrens' stomach, he rites. He was blasted from stem to
an affirmative, dynamic liberlism.
isn't interested in democracy or com- stern with propaganda, instead of
-American youth is fed up with the timidity and munism. Those are strong
forearms farm-machinery and food. And the
the compromises of the old-line political bosses. that are covered with the filth of left- biggest joker in the deck, he is sadIt's the same old crowd and the same sort of think- overs. They could handle the controls dled with the same government as
To our great joy, we received some fan mail
ing that gave us the depression and the second of a steam-shovel, the buck of a jack before.
hammer, or even the alleged tool of
today
Let's
say
(exclamation point). It was from none
the
victory
was
expedient
World War.
ignorance, the shovel. With him it's rather than great. Let's face
it. It's other than the editor of the (name deleted by Will
"Henry Wallace represents a clean break from not a question of a standard of living— been bungle-Willie for
three years Nisbet, Business Manager, on grounds of free
that outmoded mentality. He's as far ahead of he just wants to keep from dying. And now. Let's have him on our side be- advertising), Rip Haskell. With great pride,
we
his time in 1948 as Roosevelt was in 1932. And maybe more than that, he can't take cause they want to be. Let's use our re-print the words of praise which have been
that's the only sort of leadership that will save the the twist his heart gives him, when he pressure to give him a half decent heaped upon our bowed heads.
sees every rib-bone in his kids sticking government. We aren't hypocrite
s— Dear Bill:
country from fascism and a war with Russia."
out in relief,
are we?
In a recent issue of a certain tabloid bulletin
It is extremely difficult to fathom Mr. Wallace's
board you took the questionable liberty of comdepths. His political record has as many changing
menting on the policies of a literary publication
colors as a chameleon, but he gazes at the questionwith which I am connected in the capacity of
Editor. You realize that I must consider your
er from steel-grey eyes and smiles nervously.
action to say the least presumptions. I shall, howBy JAN & KITTY
"What should our policy toward Russia be ?"
England Colleges attended the Sigma
ever,
attempt to set your mind at rest.
Nu annual convention at the fraterni"We need a complete reorientation of our attiFriday night Phi Mu Delta had a
As regards the (oh, no—Nisbet) candidate in
ty house Saturday afternoon. The
tude toward the Soviet nations," he answers. "We weiner roast and softball game.
the N.Y.C. Varieties' All American Coed Contest,
meeting was followed by a dance.
Delta Tau's and their dates came to
have to recapture the spirit of trust and cooperaPinned: Ruth Hensen, Auburn. to our action was determined by a situation in which,
their
Saturday night party dressed as
in the words of that renowned scholar of law, Dr.
tion that existed between Roosevelt and Stalin in
comic strip characters. A prize was Charles Broomhall, Sigma Nu. Anne H. B. kirshen,
"time was of the essence." The
1945. (Did it ever actually exist?)
Grudginsky to Ralph Hazelton, also
given to the most appropriately dressed
"Our foreign policy today is in the hands of a couple—Madona Haley and Charlie of Sigma Nu. and Mary Marston of stipulations laid down by the contest directors,
and the desire of the (no-no—Nisbet) editors to
soldier who has a typically militaristic point of Hickson, who came as The Lamp and Kezar Falls to Wayne Stacey, Phi rU11
the picture of our candidate in a current issue,
Mu Delta.
view toward international affairs. xx xx But I his lady friend. MYSTERY OF
made
it impossible to arrange a properly publicized
Engaged: Jo Kelleher to Ralph
happen to know that he detests Russia. (How THE WEEK: Boutschard came as Flynn, Toma Decrow
campus
wide contest, which at any rate would have
to Hugh N.
Dagwood—where was Daisy?
about the numerous attempts at reconcilation, Mr.
Hatch, Jane Mary Murphy to Jim conflicts with the Carnival Queen selection. The
The Elms held its annual Senior
Deroches, and Betty Dow of Norway (I said no Nisbet) high command, therefore, and
Wallace?)
Banquet Wednesday night. Connie
to
John Schmidlin, Charlotte Zitaner, having consulted a number of students, took it
"If I were to become President I would im- Boynton was toastmistress. Following
upon themselves to make the decision. We feel
Orrington
, to Sidney Goldman.
mediately arrange a personal meeting with Stalin. out the decorative theme of "Heaven,"
Married: Vivian Currie to Victor that our nominee, Miss Pauline Nfarcous, was
x x x x Then we could sit around a table and Mike Webber posed as St. Peter while Mortenson and
Dorothy Jameson to quite beautifully suited to the role in which we
cast her.
discuss those frictions one by one and come to a reading a prophecy.
Earl Smith.
Delta Zeta held an Initiation BanThere are times when apologies are
As to our contest to select a Mrs. Maine, if you
mutual understanding." (How about the kremlin
quet honoring seven new members in order and this
is one of 'ern—Jim will follow the pages of the Campus, you will perand the Cominturn, Mr. Wallace?)
with Jean Cunningham as chairman. McNiff still has
his pin ...in fact he's haps be somewhat enlightened. At any rate, you
"And you think Stalin is amenable to this sort
Theta Chi had an Alumni Banquet always had it. Sorry, Jim. And a should understand that the entry's personality
of settlement of differences?"
last Saturday night.
large size onion to those who pick on will be a consideration only to those who have been
Representatives from seven New unsuspecting innocents like us'n!!!!
-Why, yes, I am sure he is. He would have to
exposed to it. But man, if you don't think a photobe." (By whose orders, Mr. Wallace?)
graph can show personality, wriggle upstairs sometime and I'll let you look at some of the pictures
The interview with the master of the merry-gowe have.
round is ended. The pink horse whirls around and
In closing, I would like to assure you, that in
around. No, Mr. Wallace, I don't care to ride
the future, the (no, dammit—Nisbet) will conthe pink horse. He's too slippery for me.
"The State of Maine is trying to get
Verrill declared that Maine is un- tinue to be operated in the same high handed,
along with a tax system that is 127 dergoing a continuous reduction in dictatorial and sloppy manner that it has always
CLIFF WHITTEN
Editor years old," Robinson Verrill of Port- acreage of farm lands, and added that been.
WILL NISBET
Business Manager
it would be advantageous to the State
We appreciate your criticism, and hope that you
Associate Editors: Doris Vollmer, News; Jerry Rogo- land, republician cindidate for goverif
displaced persons were brouOt from drop dead.
vin, Sports; Pat Hamilton, Make-up; Janet Pettee and nor, told
a joint meeting of the Politics northern Europe and settled
Carol Carr, Society; Don McLeod, Art; Bill Brennan;
on some
Respectfully
and Young Republicans clubs here of Maine's abandoned farms.
I.arry Jennesa.
R. W. Haskell
Reporters: Walter St. Onge, Carolyn Cole, Bob
Monday afternoon.

SCOTCH AND SODA

University Society

Robinson Verrill Discusses Politics
With Young Republicans Club

Nisbet,
Hall Jack, Norma Drummond, Blanche Niece, Eleanor
Murray. Hal Haley.
Sports Staff: Al Moulton, Jim Beaudry, Bonnie Andrews.
Contributors: fluff Shalek, Clair Chamberlain, Toni
Doescher, Helen Noyes.
Business Staff: John Stimpson, Asst. Business Mgr.;
Don Jones, Advertising Mgr.; David Hamlin, Circulation Mgr.; Marilyn Wyman, Subscription Mgr.; George
Vardamis, Asst. Adv. Mgr.; Virginia Stiekney, Asst.

Verrill declared that education and
teachers' salaries are closely tied in
with taxation, and suggested the organization of an expert committee
comprised of representatives from various business enterprises in the state
to study the problem of taxation.

Verrill, who is himself a veteran of
both World Wars, said that giving
Maine veterans a $150 bonus was )ear Rip:
equivalent to handing a man two bits
Spread out those pictures. If I can make it. I'll
for saving your life, and advocated a be upstairs in a
moment. Also how about a copy
revolving fund which would enable of "Voo-D
oo"?
veterans to borrow motley to go into
Respect fully dropping dead
business, and buy homes
Bill

Brennan
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Goff,Torrey
Accept Offers

Young Republicans
Sponsor Speakers

North Dorms
Plan Week End

Lawrence Jenness
Wins First Prize

Stimpson Is
MOC Prexy

Lawrence JentieSS, Orono, was
first prize in the John M. John H. Stitnpson, Oak Hall, was
awarded
May 14-15 will feature the North
Two Public Management seniors
speaking contest held at the re-elected to the office of president of
prize
Oak
Dorm Week-End sponsored by stuhave accepted positions with city govUniversity of Maine, Thursday eve- the Maine Outing Club at a general
dents residing in that area of the Maine ning.
ernments in Maine and in New Hampelection held last Tuesday evening.
campus.
anDow
F.
shire, Professor Edward
Winner of second place was June
gala
the
initiate
will
Runner-up Owen Smith of Theta Chi
night
week.
Friday
last
nounced
Swanton, West Buxton, and third
be
will
dance
was installed as vice president, Dave
semi-formal
Westbrook,
week end with a
Merle F. Goff,
prize went to Leon Gray, Orono.
the
of
Director
Pierce, No. Dorm. *2, treasurer;
Planning
extempothe Assistant
All of the speakers gave
from 9-1. with music by Bob Percival's
Barbara Hastings, Colvin Hall, and
subthe
using
city of Portland during the summer
Jenness
orchestra of Portland. Jeanette Lund raneous talks,
Curtis, Orono, were elected to
Edith
Swanton,
months. He will start directing after
Miss
Bigger?";
"Who's
ject
and Eddie Arsenault will be the vocal
when
of secretary and historian
fall,
offices
the
until
work
graduation and
accompanists. North Dormers will "Needed UN Reforms"; and Gray,
though
work,
respectively.
graduate
do
to
ty."
expects
he
decorate Memorial Gym with scenes "Peace—Our Responsibili
not at the University of Maine.
The outing club is very anxious to
Other speakers and their subjects
illustrative of a ship's cruise. Enterany special trips that any stusponsor
Bangor,
Allen L. Torrey, Orono, will assume
intermiswere George Vardamis,
tainment is planned for the
is interested in. A note
group
or
dent
Richard
Policy";
the duties of Town Manager of
Foreign
"American
sion.
is all that is necesmail
the
campus
in
the
"Should
Pr.,
Lancaster, N. H., early next month.
Lancaster,
Warren,
Lorenzo
North Dorm Councilmen
rolling on such
ball
the
start
to
sary
;
Littlehale, Fred Burden, Phil Gardner, Communist Party Be Outlawed?"
outing.
an
We
"Lest
Gardiner,
Paul Smith, Joe Leonard, John Colten, Everett Dunton,
The M.O.C. also wishes to announce
Al Packard, John Bache-Wiig. Louis Forget."
the cabin across the river is
that
Fowles,
Mrs.
Keith
F.
Trevett,
M.
Sweetser,
Dick
Burt,
Judges were
Paul Rourke, Doug Johnson, Al Arthur Stevens, and Nelson S. Gard- available to any campus group for outdoor feeds or song fests at a small
Meyer, Ralph Titcomb. and James ner.
Neil Bishop of Bowdoinham, a Rewill
rental fee.
event
the
governor,
for
Jordan will sell tickets
publican candidate for
The faculty committee in charge of
camstudents
on
anyone
to
Maine
couple
the
per
to
$4.00
at
be presented
the contest was composed of Wofford
pus. The $4.00 covers the cost for ad- G. Gardner, chairman, College of Arts
next Monday, May 3rd, at the second
mission to any and all events scheduled and Sciences; Professor Irving H.
meeting of a program to be known as
for the weekend program.
"Meet the Candidates."
Prageman, College of Technology; and
Meets
Forum
Women's
CarneDoug Johnson is general chairman, Professor Nathan H. Rich, College of
The meeting will be held in
The "Seeds of Destiny," recipient of
The third in the series of apprecia- assisted by Dick Sweetser and Fred Agriculture.
gie Lounge at 3:30 under the sponsorthe award for the best 1947 documenship of the Young Republicans Club tive arts lectures will be given at the Burden, publicity; Keith Fowles and
tary film, will be shown in connection:
next meeting of Women's Forum on Ralph Titcomb, decorating and enter- Chess Club Plays Bangor
and the Politics Club.
with the Good Will Chest Drive beEstabrooke.
treasurer.
North
in
Packard,
tainment Al
Neil Bishop is one of the most color- Tuesday, May 4
Univerthe
evening,
Monday, May 3.
contemMonday
ginning
on
Last
speak
will
Day
Jeanne
ful candidates in the coming elections
Bangor
the
played
conClub
has
Chess
series
sity
The
of the showings is:
literature.
schedule
The
porary
comof
deal
and has created a great
To Vespers Friday
y Come
Club in an unofficial Monday, 12:15 p.m., MCA Reading
contemporar
Chess
on
YMCA
lectures
of
sisted
to
"down
and
unique
ment with his
students majoring
Miriam Koshlachian, head of the match. The University Club won by Room; 7:00 p.m.. Commons: 8:00‘
earth" campaign. He promises to be music, and art by
Vespers Committee, has an- a score of 16-12.
MCA
fields.
those
p.m.. New Cafeteria.
in
an interesting speaker.
Players for the University were
nounced that Jan Scales will conduct
Tuesday: 3:45, 4:15, and 4:45 p.m.,.
a service of meditation and music for Thompson, White, Swartz, Freeman, Oakes Room, Library: 6:30 p.m.,.
•
Hall, Gifford. and Crandall. For Ban- Balentine: 7:30 p.m., Phi Gamma
this coming Friday.
•
the players were Mann, Jenkins, Delta.
gor
in
:45
4
at
held
be
will
The service
Van Heusen dealers in Bangor
the Little Theatre. Everyone is in- Beatty, Newhall. Simpson, and StevWednesday: 2:45, 3:15, and 3.45
enson.
vited to attend.
THE '111,14:1C.N.LEWIS CO.
p.m., Oakes Room. Library: 6:30 p.m...
181 Exchange St.
North Estabrooke; 7:30 p.m., Delta
Tau Delta.
•
•
Thursday: 6:30 p.m.. Sigma Chi;
VOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
7:30 p.m., Sigma Nu.
These numerous showings have been
i't'Vt1.VVINVVVVVVVVVVVINIAVVVVINWMANVINW14
arranged in order that everyone may
have the opportunity of seeing thefilm. The fraternity houses in which
the movie is being shown extend their
hospitality to neighboring houses.

Neil Bishop Speaks
In Candidate Series

At their last meeting, the Young Republican Club completed their organization and launched into their spring
program. Dean S. Pierce of Old Town
was elected President, George A.
Vardamis of Bangor, Vice President;
Charlotte Alex, Secretary; and Richard Huff, Treasurer. George Brountas, Carl H. Estes, and Edward J.
Hackett were elected directors, and
they together with the other officers
will comprise the Executive Council.
Several committees were also chosen
by the officers.
Plans were made for sponsoring
many of the Republican candidates of
the coming elections in speaking engagements on the campus. Plans for
either a political convention or a mock
national convention were left in the
tentative state.
The next meeting of the club will
be held on Tuesday, May 4th, at 7:30
in Carnegie Lounge. All students are
invited to attend and participate in
the Spring program.

Seeds Of Destiny
To Be Shown Here
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BANGOR and ORONO
& P Theatres

Van Heusen stripes
...an exclusive
fraternity!

OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR
May 2-5
"IF IOC KNEW SUSIE"
1.,1die Cantor, Joan Davis
May 6-8
"T-MEN"
1 temas O'Keefe, Mary Meade

BIJOU
BANGOR
April 28, 29, 30
"MY GIRL TISA"
I.illi Palmer, Alan Ifale
May 1, 2, 3, 4
"THE SIGN OF THE RAM"
Susan Peters, Phyllis Thaxter,
Alexander Knox

On no other shirts will you find patterns
exactly like these exclusive Van 'Jensen
fine fabrics, laundry-tested,
truly
stripes. These are
Sanforized. A new shirt free if your Van Heusen shrinks
out of size! In this season's smartest shades, on white
and colored backgrounds. They feature the new low-setting
"Comfort Contour" collar styling that's won its varsity
letter on every campus in the country. Join the smart crowd
today ... in Van Heusen stripes. $3.93 and $4.95.
P011.11PS-JONES CORP., NEW YORK 1, NEW YORK.

You're the man most likely to succeed in

Van Rosen Shirts
TIES • SPORT SHIRTS • PAJAMAS

I

PARK

0III)NO
Wed. & Thurs., April 28-29
Double Feature
"RIDE THE PINK HORSE"
Robert Montgomery, Wanda
Hendrix
Plus
"SADDLE PALS"
Gene Autrey, Lynn Roberts
6:30-7:42
Fri. Sr Sat., Apr. 30-May 1
"APRIL SHOWERS"
Jack Carson, Ann Sothern
Sat. Matinee 2:30-6:30-8:30
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Sun. & Mon., May 2-3
"THREE DARING
DAUGHTERS"
Jeanette MacDonald,
Jose Iturbi, Jane Powell
Sun. Matinee 3:00-6:30-8:25

BANGOR
April 30, May 1
"SWORDSMAN"
Larry Parks, Ellen Drew
Tuesday, May 4
"WESTERN HERITAGE"
"THE SECRET BEYOND
Tim Holt, Nan I.eslie
THE DOORS"
Joan Bennett, Michael Redgrave
May 2, 3, 4
6:30-8:23
"FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT'
lerbert Marshall, Lorraine Day
Wed. & Thurs., May 5-6
Franchot Tone in
Double Feature
"TRAIL OF THE
LOU"
"MARY
VIGILANTES"
Lowery, Joan Barton
May 5. 6
Plus
-.n WILD IRISH ROSE"
'
DRAGNET
"TIIE
Morgan
Dennis
Brian
Mary
Wilcoxon,
Henry
"TENDER YEARS"
6:30-7:53
Joe Brown
Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 35* to 5 o'clock
Ibert
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Tennis Team
Loses Three

Bears Swamp B.C., Prepare For 'Cats

The 4:35 mile run by Taylor of
Boston College in last week's meet
The University of Maine tennis
was an excellent showing when it is
team has completed its second road trip
remembered that the track was wet
of three matches, but the results of the
on the morning of the race. Elmer
latest campaign were not as good as
Chet Jenkins's varsity outdoor track
Folsom's performance in that run must
the first. In three outings, with Boston
team will try to make it two in a row
be discounted. His failure to place
University, Rhode Island State, and
next Saturday afternoon when they
closer to the tape than third was a Connecticut, the Bear squad was winmeet the Univ. of New Hampshire
wonderful effort after an all-night or- less.
here at Orono. The Bears showed
deal with illness. Folsom is a hard
The team. which left Orono on
strength last Saturday as they downed
worker, and his efforts are appreciWednesday of last week, met B.U. first,
the Boston College Eagles, and should
ated.
at Boston, and lost, 3-6. The Boston
be in better shape when they meet the
The Yankee Conference will put its team was expected to be the strongest
Wildcats.
championship plan into effect this team of the opposing trio, but Maine
New Hampshire is reported to be
spring in golf, tennis, and track. On won three matches, their highest total!
loaded this spring, with Ed Styrna in
May 14-15, the tennis championships of the trip, and the lost matches were
the weights, Frank Barndollar and
will be played off at Storrs, Conn., all close.
Dick Lopes in the dashes, and Si
with Massachusetts, Connecticut, and
Connecticut
,
and
Island
Both Rhode
Dunkley in the two mile, the WildRhode Island. The golf championship defeated Maine by an 8-1 margin. The!
cats have an apparent edge over Maine.
tourney is set for the Oakley Country score of the Rhode Island match does I
Arnie Davis renew an old Maine custom as they
Styrna finished second in the 16 lb.
Club, in the Bay State, for the same not represent a true comparison be- Tommie Johnston and
-Newhall Photo
two-mile together against B.C.
hammer last week at the Penn Relays.
week end, and the track title will be tween the Rams and Maine, according l finish the
He is capable of throwing the hammer
on the counter at Durham, N. H.
to coach Small, because the Rhody
over
165 ft. and will give George
Before the Athletic Board gar!.
matches were very close.
Marsanskis
plenty of competition.
into mothballs for the summer.
necesby
the
hampered
was
Maine
In the two mile, Dunkley will be fawouldn't it be a fine vacation
sity of having to play on cement courts.
present for Ted Curtis and his
vored. He runs the distance in 9:40.
gang to consider awarding the
Although Lopes and Barndollar were
ski team a major M for their efdefeated
in indoor competition last
The distinction 01 being the only Warwick. R. I., Gene McNabb, with
forts. The hickory men work
February, they will be stronger in the
University of Maine athletic team to a 4 over par 76, paced the team to a
harder than ally other squad,
longer dashes.
win over the Rhody Rams.
take a victory from last week-end's
and play the nation's top talent.
The Maine track squad was the only
Varsity Track
disastrous invasion of southern New
The scores in the final match at bright spot in an otherwise dreary
The recent southern tour of the ten- May 1 New Hampshire
England belongs to Charlie Emery's Storrs, Conn., against the Uconns weekend
nis. baseball, and golf teams cannot be May 8 State Meet at Orono
sports schedule for Maine,
golf squad.
written off as a complete failure. The May 15 Yankee Conference Chamlooked more like a National Open as they ran over Boston College, 87-48.
Although losing to Boston Univerconcensus of opinion on campus that
George 'Marsanskis was high man
pionships at Durham
than a college golf meet. Of the twelve
sit
• and Connecticut the team did
"they should have stood in bed" is not May 21-22 New England Championfor
Maine with 13 points, as he picked
salvage a little glory by downing Rhode men competing, one shot a 69, 10 shot up two
fair to the teams. The teams aren't
firsts and a second.
ships at Providence
in the seventies, and high man for the
apologizing or alibiing, but the factors, May 28-29 IC4A Championships at Island. 5;/2 to 314.
The
summary:
The Bear linkmen ran into real match. Dick Smith, still finished with
in their showing were lack of condiNew York City
Javelin-1. Phillips (M) 2. Garrity
competition in their out-of state an 80.
tough
tioning compared with the opponents,
Varsity Golf
(BC)
3. Totman (M). Distance-170
Although Maine lost the match 8'/2matches. In dropping their opening
who have had three weeks outdoors. May 5 Bates at Lewiston
feet,
3
inches.
whole
tell
the
doesn't
score
the
contest to B.U., 8-1, on Thursday. the
Fred Thurlow had a fine week
May 8 Bowdoin
all
16-pound
pressed
Connecticut
was
hammer-1. Orach (M)
surprisingstory
as
against
were
up
men
Maine
end on the University. He comMay 15-16 New England and
2. Marsanskis (M) 3. Black (M).
way.
Terriers
shot
the
of
the
golf,
as
5
good
ly
plained of a sore arm,one which
Yankee Conference Chamin the lower 70's. Phil Bickford was Gene McNabb
79. 76, 72 Distance-132 feet, 10 inches.
has been troubling him throughpionships at Waltham,
Pole Vault-1. Emerson (M) 2.
match Phil Bickford
win
his
to
Maine
man
only
83, 78
the
80,
out the year. and made the trip,
Mass.
Higgins(M) 3. Webber (M). Height
McNabb Dick Smith
Gene
Both
an
80.
he
shot
88,
80
as
79,
though he didn't dress. Ile took
May 17-18 State Championships at
and Dick Smith shot 79's, but were Warren Wilson
85, 83, 77 -12 feet
in the Braves-Giants' Saturday
Augusta
Discus-1. Marsanskis (M) 2. Totfinal tally.
in
the
behind
80, 75
88,
Sturtevant
Dick
slaughter at Allston while the
May 22 Connecticut
man
(M) 3. Joachim (BC). Distance
81, 86. 75
At Ledgement Golf Club in West Joe Hammond
Bears were losing to NortheastMay 26 Colby
-127 feet, 5/
3
4 inches.
ern. I imagine we would all
120-yard high hurdles-1. Beal (M)
like to take a vacation over
2. Greehan (BC) 3. King (M). Time
some %eel( end gratis, but was
-16.4 seconds.
it fair to Coach Kenyon. or to
100-yard dash-1. R. King (BC) 2.
the fellow who migth have gone
4
0
2
Walker If
4
2
Simmons (M) 3. Moran (BC). Time
Smith rf
experibaseballers
Blue
Pale
The
in sour place, and who might
1
1
1
1
0
Beals is
2
-10.5 seconds.
enced a disastrous tour last week, as Kelly
2
0
4
0
2 Gray ss
have been of some use.
Pcnkala s,
High jump-1. Garrity (BC) 2.
go,
as
0
0
far as won and lost records
Preble p
2
2
1
Becker c
Some of the members of the tennis
7
Gilmore
(BC) 3. King (M). Height
32
3
Totals
3
0
0
Island
Rhode
by
beaten
once
Blount
p
they were
team did not star for Coach Small's
5
5
25
Totals
5
feet,
9T/2
inches.
and Northeastern, and twice by Conr
ab
CONNECTICUT
aggregation over the week end be0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0-1
Mile Run-1. Taylor (BC) 2. Walnecticut. Kenyon does not seem to be Maine
4
1
Rhode Island 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 0 x-5 Sorota ss
cause they were out of condition. Not
2 lace (M) 3. Folsom (M). Time-4
3
1
I.00s rf
too concerned about these losses as the
to blame them, certainly, but where
0
0
min. 35 seconds.
rf
h
Turshen
r
ab
MAINE
for
tune-up
fine
as
a
serve
did
trip
4
1
1
can we get winners? Not out of a hat.
Lagenza cl
440-yard run-1. Harrington (BC)
4
I
2
Osgood 31)
State Series competition.
0
0
3
0
0 Gaudin° If
Mitchell .?b
The athletic plant which the
2.
Silsby (M) 3. W. Brown (M).
3
0
The losses were not the result of Wilcox 2b
2
0
2 Tracewski lb
Campus carried headlines about
Time52.1 seconds.
1
1
1
xBransfield
4
1
2
weak hitting, which in itself is heart- Dieffenbach 1
3
1
last fall has appeared in spots.
Allen c
Broad jump-1. Haynes (M) 2.
1
0
0
Flaherty
lb
ening to Maine fans, but mostly from
1
0
xx Meiselman
In hack of the north end zone,
2
0
0
Emerson (M) 3. Devine (BC). DisWoodbrey rf
miscues afield and walked batsmen. Walker If
3
2
3
Potter 3b
2
0
0
tance20 feet, 10 inches.
can find ari area for field
4
2
1
Baldwin If
Both of these factors should be x Gray
1
0
0
Two
mile run-1. Johnston (M)
esent.. arid a rather sloppy
4
2
2
Fisher
2b
0
0
0
straightened out in the next week. Nickless If
1
2
0
Wetmore p
and Davis (M), tie 3. O'Brien (M).
hockey rink was put up this win1
2
1
Ccx-nnbs
cf
Ed Woodbrey collected three hits as
0
0
xxx Dziadttl
2
0
0
Time-10 min. 34.7 seconds.
Braley p
ter. hut what %II% done to irn0
0
Rhode Island nosed the Bears 8-5, and Archibald p
Love p
1
0
0
Shot put-1. Marsanskis (M) 2.
prose the hallfield; where is the
32 11 12
Totals
continued to hit well as Connecticut Beals is
3
0
0
00
Leach
0
(M) 3. Collins (M). Distance
Ilf•si
1
2
0
0
field, arid when are those
Maine
3
1
2
took two games by 6-5 and 11-3 scores Cherneski c
0 3 3 1 2 2x -42 feet, 84 inches.
Connecticut
111.%
tennis courts g
g to be and Northeastern posted a 9-3 win.
29
5
9
Totals
220-yard low hurdles-1. Greehan
built ?
ab
r
MAINE
Joe Coombs and Roy Dieffenbach were CONNECTICUT
ab
r
h
3
0
(BC) 2. Beal (M) 3. Humes (M).
Mitchell ss
others who hit consistently.
1
0
Sorota 2b
3
2
0
Wilcox is
Time-26.6 seconds.
I
0
4
loos p. rf
The summaries:
5
0
Osgood 31)
Bangor Red Cross Has
880-yard run-1. Taylor (BC) 2.
1
2
3
Lagenza
cf
3
5
1
lb
Dieffenbach
at Kingston, Rhode Island
Wallace
(M) 3. Gallagher (BC).
0
1
4
Tracewski
lb
1
Woodbrey ss
Annual Swimming Course
ab
MA INE
3
1
1
Allen c
Time--2 min. 1.9 seconds.
Coombs cf
4
0
1
Mitchell 2
3
0
0
Potter 3b
4
0
2
Nickless rf
The Bangor Chapter of the Ameri- Osgood 3
3
0
0
220-yard dash-I. R. King (BC)
1
1
Baldwin cf
2
4
0
Walker If
0
0
can Red Cross has initiated its annual Gray 3
2. Taylor (M) 3. Simmons (M).
113
0
0
Gaudino
rf
1
4
0
Cherneski
c
I
0
Nickless rf
swimming course under the direction Wocxlbrey 1
0
0
0
Nogas p
Time-22.7 seconds
2
0
Parrott p
4
0
3
0
0
0
of the Water Safety department.
2
1
Archibald p
3
0
0 Fisher 21)
Lord c
1
0
0
x Calkins
8
36
3
Totals
1
0
1
Twelve women have signed to take Cherneski c
0
0
0
4
0
2 Pinsky ss
Coombs cf
ab
r
NORTHEASTERN
the six weeks course held every Tues- Walker If
1
0
0
Heffernon ss
3
0
1
3
2
24
Curl 2b
6
Totals
5
day and Thursday night from 7 to 10. x Dieffenbach
0
1
0
Schedule for Week of May 3-6.
3
4
1
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 Koulopoulos 3b, ss
Maine
3
0
0
The girls, many of whom plan to Beals s
Tuesday,
May 4: Phi Gamma Delta
3
Kaplan
rf
0
Connecticut
0
1
0
5
0
0
x
0
1
0
take waterfront jobs in swimming in- vx Flaherty
4
0
1
Ranelo If
vs. Alpha Gamma Rho; Trailers vs.
0
0
2
Prchle p
MAINE
ab
r
h
4
2
2
Johannesen
struction this summer, are as follows: A rchibald p
1
Dunn 1 & 2; So. Apts. vs. Dunn 3 & 4.
3
0
4
(1
Mitchell 2h
0 Johnson c
1
JoAnne Littlefield. Eva Stinson, Phyl- xxx Braley
Thursday, May 6: Beta vs. Phi Eta
Matthews
lb
3
1
2
4
1
1
31)
35
8 Osgood
Totals
lis Osgood, Mary Zelenkewich, FranKappa; Nordorm 2-4-6 vs. Corbett
Walsh is
2
0
3
0
1
Nickless rf
1
Powers 3b
0
cesjane Foster, Mary Yates, Mary RHODE ISLAND
4
0
1
1,Voodbrey lb. p
ab
3 & 4; Nordorm 1-3-5 vs. Corbett 1 &
3
1
2
1
0 Churchley cf
2
0
0 Dieffenbach lb
Littlefield, Evelyn Pratt, Priscilla Na. Santo 3
9 2.
Totals
30
7
3
0
0
3
0
0 Lord c
son, Nancy Foster. Marie Crane. and M acSweeney cf
Maine
0
0
0
0
00
0
2
1
MacKenzie
c
1
0
0
3
0
0
Brown 1
Support Maine Day.
Marjorie Hall.
N. E.
1 2 1 0 2 0 1 2x
0
2
4
3
0
Heffernon If
0 Coombs cf
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Maine Golf Squad Wins Once
Loses Twice On Southern Tour
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WSGA Sends
4 Delegates

Maine Sets $7500
God For Drive

Maine Day
Goes Modern

Orono. Maine. tpril 219. 19 48

Orono, NI:

Hasty Heart Has
Hospital Setting

ASME Holds
Convention

The University of Maine Good Will
Want to know what a Scotsman
The Annual Women's Student Gov- Committee
Maine Day has gone modern. For wears
will conduct a drive from
under his kilts? So did several
Student engineers of fourteen colernment Association Conference cooperated with deans of women in a May 3 through May 8 to raise $7500 the convenience of workers in all areas soldiers of varied lands who are in a leges from seven northeastern states
meeting at the University of Massa- with which to establish a permanent "walkie-talkies" will be used, chair- convalescent hospital with Lachlen, a will convene at the University of
chusetts at Amherst April 23, 24, and welfare fund for the purpose of making man of the equipment division, Steve Scotch soldier in "The Hasty Heart." Maine for the 20th Annual Regional
25.
The three act comedy-drama by Meeting of the student branch of the
donations to several of the major McPherson, announced recently.
The delegates were representative of charitable organizations. Such a welFocal point of all operations will be John Patrick. to be presented by the American Society of Mechanical Engieight colleges: Maine, New Hamp- fare fund will eliminate the necessity the top of the new library where a Maine Masque Theatre May 5-8. neers, Region I. More than 200 stushire, Bates, Colby, Connecticut, Rhode of conducting separate solicitations for master receiving set will be used to touches upon more serious incidents, dents are expected to participate at the
direct supplies and refreshments to but is filled with small by-play which convention during the weekend of
Island, Vermont, and Massachusetts. each organization.
Jan Crane, Kay Kennedy, Marit Anareas
where needed. A two and one- helps make the play the huge success May 7th and 8th. This is the first
Several New England colleges have
dersen, Betty Arnold, and Dean Wil- established similar funds in the past half ton truck with full radio equip- which it was in New York and Lon- regional meeting to be held at the
University of Maine.
son attended.
and a few in addition to Maine are ment plus a jeep with two-way radio don.
Professor Irving H. Prageman of
will
be
in
use
The
play tells of the life of a
for further aid to stuThe Saturday small group meetings initiating the idea for the first time.
the
Department of Mechanical Engidents.
Telephone
Scotch
soldier
connection
while
in
a convalescent
provided for a valuable exchange of
will be
Colby is reported to have raised a
ideas with regard to gJvernment or- fund of $4300; Yale, $50,000; and set up and maintained between the top hospital in the Orient. There he meets neering of the University of Maine
of the new library and the lobby where American, Australian. British. and recently announced the plans for the
ganizations, individual responsibilities, Harvard, $20,000.
the
equipment pool and runners will be. native soldiers and the way their lives convention.
campus problems, and the like.
Some of the other colleges and
Students from the following colleges
Long
range transmitters will be are drawn together makes an intriguThe girls gained a greater apprecia- their goals are University of Vering
%%ill
attend: Brown, Connecticut,
tale.
used
to
keep
in
contact
with working
tion of conditions for women on this mont. $6.000; Connecticut, $6,000;
Starring Bob Preble as Lachlen. M.I.T., New Hampshire, Yale, Northcampus after comparing their lot with Amherst, $8,000; Smith $22,000; and parties at Great 'Works, Stillwater,
the University forest, and the ski slope "The Hasty Heart" brings Lydia eastern, Tufts, Vermont, Worcester
those in other New England colleges Wellesley. $16,000.
across the Stillwater river. It is ex- Backer, starlet of "The Magnificent Tech., Rhode Island State, Rensselaer,
pected that delay and confusion will Yankee," back to the Masque stage as Syracuse, and Maine.
be cut to the barest minimum by the Margaret. a nurse and the only female
Registration will be held at the
use
of
the
in
Oakes
radio.
cast.
Room, New Library, on the
Project
leaders
in
workOnly three miles to Old Town and
ing areas will have "walkie-talkies"
George Gonyar plays the role of evening of the 6th of May. Committees
the complete line of ARROW PRODUCTS
at their disposal for communication Yank. while Niamey Abrams is Dig- from the U. of M. branch have been
between areas or with the central ger. Iry Marsden in Kiwi, John Ballou appointed to organize the various funcon sale at
equipment pool.
is Tommy, David Simonton is the tions of the convention.
Arrangements are being made to
Through the excellent cooperation of colonel. Martin Needham is an orderaccommoda
te the visiting students at
Colonel Francis R. Fuller, Lieut. ly. and Al Dumais plays the role of
the
North
Dorms where they will set
Colonel
Blossom,
native
Chester
whose
a
only
speakE.
Glassen, Major
I() No. Main St.
1/141 Town
Francis J. Brophy and the entire mili- ing part throughout the play is "Blos- up temporary quarters during their
stay.
tary department with the Maine Day som."
Lectures, meetings, tours of the camI committee handling material and equipTickets for "The Hasty Heart," the
ment, this new time saver has come final production of the season for the pus and of local industrial plants, a
banquet on Saturday afternoon and a
about.
Masque, are now on sale
final meeting at the Oakes Room where
prizes will be awarded for the best
• papers, which will have been pre"OPEN YEAR AROUND"
sented during the convention, is the
general
program of the convention.
For Your Enjoyment
The officers of the Maine student
branch of the A.S.M.E. are: Chairman, Allen S. Johnson, Vice-ChairAlleys may be reserved by calling 400
man. Edward C. Hall, Secretary,
22 Mill St.
ORONO, MAINE
Vaughn W. Comstock. and Treasurer,
•
Frank Kember all of the class of '48.

A.J. Goldsmith

1
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Veterans Meet Thursday
The American Veterans Committee
will meet Thursday, April 29. at 7:30
p.m.. in the Carnegie Hall lounge.

Tune into WAB1. CBS in the heart of Maine,

for a really different new radio program

•

BHA ME DOES PAY
6:30-7:00 P.M.
WABI

Our skillful tie chef has whipped up a brand new
exclusive foulard material aml made it into a finc
assortment of English patterned pa

JEWELRY
• HANDBAGS
• HOSIERY
• SLIPPERS

See your favorite Arrow dealer today for the top
tie value of Spring. *48.

Monday through Friday
910 on your dial

K. E. TWITCHELI.
SERVICE
Photostatic Work of All
Kinds
24 hour service
97 HA M NIOND Sr., BANGOR
Tel. 5345

HEADQUARTERS
For

ARROW SHIRTS and TIES
UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS

MOTHER'S
DAY
GIFTS

FREESE S MEN'S SHOPS 1,
MAIN STREET

BANGOR, MAINE

Headquarters
FOR ARROW PRODUCTS

IN
BANGOR

FREESE'S

19 1
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ds
fourteen colteastern states
University of
Lnual Regional
branch of the
chanical Engithan 200 sturticipate at the
weekend of
s is the first
held at the

Two student-faculty parties have
been announced for Sunday night, May
9, Mr. and Mrs. John Romanyshyn,
with Dr. Leonard Silk, will entertain
eight students at a supper party at 4
Summer Street, Orono.
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald B. Levinson
will entertain twelve students at their
home, 78 North Main Street, the same
evening.
Interested students are invited to
sign up at the MCA office.
Other parties scheduled later in the
spring are at the homes of Miss Addie
Weed, Dr. and Mrs. M. D. Jones, Dr.
and Mrs. J. H. Waring, Dr. and Mrs.
H. B. Kirshen (with the Vincent
Hartgens), Dr. and Mrs. Frank Foster,
and Mr. and Mrs. Franz E. Hohn.
Details are available at the MCA
Office.

Prageman of
hanical Engiity of Maine
plans for the
ming colleges
Connecticut,
Yale, Northit, Worcester
.e, Rensselaer,
held at the
prary, on the
r. Committees
ich have been
various funcing made to
g students at
they will set
during their

-s of the camrial plants, a
,Trnoon and a
Room where
for the best
e been prention, is the
! convention.
[eine student
are: ChairVice-ChairSecretary,
id Treasurer,
class of '48.

1
Theta Rho To Join
National Fraternity
May 30th has been set for the date
of the formal acceptance of the Theta
Rho Fraternity into the Sigma Phi
Epsilon National Fraternity. Theta
Rho will form the Maine Alpha chapter
of this fraternity.
Bill Hindsman. Grand Secretary of
the National Fraternity, will attend the
formal initiation ceremonies. Others
attending will be Trueman Sanderson,
Treas. of the Alumni Board on Mass.
Beta: and Dwight Wright and Ken
Lyons, members of Mass. Beta Alumni.

Xi Sigma Phi Takes
Rho Thirteen Pledges

Five members of the Theta
Fraternity attended the Annual District Convention of the Sigma Phi
Epsilon Fraternity the 24th and 25th
of April. They were invited to attend
in view of the fact that Theta Rho
has been informally accepted as the
Maine Alpha chapter of Sigma Phi
Epsilon.
Attending the convention at Worcester, Mass., were Douglas Johnson, Joe
Lupsha, Joe Klenk, John Henderson
and Ted Dyer.

New pledges to the forestry honorary
fraternity, Xi Sigma Phi, were announced at the Forestry Club meeting
Thursday evening, April 22.
The new pledges are Clark Church,
Stanley Tyler, Wilfred Cote, Howard
Moulton, Harold Leighton. Henry
Dombkowski, Noel Craun, Vaughn
Ricker, Charles Horner, Harrison
Ripley, Raymond MacDonald, Robert
Adams, and Frederick Knight.
Professor Ashman, head of the ForCanterbury Club Meets
estry Department, announced that
At the last meeting of the Canter- Wildlife students will attend a departbury Club, the officers for the year mental summer camp this year. The
1948-49 were elected.
new site is at the Moosehorn MigraRichard Schonland is the new presi- tion Refuge near Calais.
dent, Raymond Grosse, vice president,
Marilyn Wyman, secretary, Milton
Ham Club To Meet
Coleman, treasurer.
The program committee consists of
There will be a meeting of the
Raymond Grosse. chairman. Julia Amateur Radio Club at 7:30 WednesBlack and Shirley Johnson.
day evening at the MCA. Mr. Paul
The next meeting of the club will Howells will speak on regulated power
be Sunday, May 2, in the upstairs supplies.
lounge of the MCA building

e% rill
Page ,

High School Speakers
Will Compete Friday
Thirty-three Class A High Schools
and Academies from Maine will be
represented in the Secondary Schools
Speaking Contest to be held Friday
Friday's contest, under the direction
of Mr. Russell Woolley, will be the
forty-third annual contest to be held.
There was an interruption of the contests during the war, but they were
resumed last year. They are sponsored
by the Speech Department of the
U. ot M.
Eighty-eight speakers will participate in the event and will fall under
five classifications: Extemporaneous
speakers, Original Oration, Radio
Speaking, Serious Reading, and Humorous Reading. Medals will be
awarded to the first four speakers in
each of the five divisions.
Preliminary speeches will begin at
2 p.m., Friday, in classrooms in both
Stevens Hall and the East Annex.
There will be two contest finals, both
at 7:30 p.m. One will be held in the
Oakes Room of the library and the
other in room 32 South Stevens.

Dr. Silk To Speak
On Swedish Labor
Dr. Leonard Silk, instructor in economics, will discuss the Swedish labor
program before the next meeting of
the International Relations Club.
Dr. Silk studied in Sweden during
1946, ald was Stockholm correspondent for the Christian Science Monitor. While in Sweden, he made two
movies—a comedy and a documentary
film. His comedy was selected as one
of the seven best movies to be shown
in Sweden in 1947.
A graduate of the University of
Wisconsin, Dr. Silk received his Ph.D.
from Duke University.
The meeting, open to the public,
will be held Wednesday evening. May
5, at 7:30 in the South Estabrooke
Donald F. Collins was elected president of the IRC at the last meeting.
Other new officers are: Lois Nicholson, vice president; George Bragdon,
secretary-treasurer; Edith Floras,
corresponding secretary; and Alice
Raymond. historian and social chairman.

ACS To Meet May 5
There will be a meeting of the
American Chemical Society Wednesday, May 5, at 7:30 p.m., in the downstairs lounge of Carnegie Hall.
It is planned to have as speaker Mr.
Frank Lincoln, research physicist at
the Hollingsworth Whitney paper company.

Toni Home Permanents
Girls, give yourself a New TONI CREME COLD WAVE
Regular Sets
1.25
DeLuxe Sets
2.00
Refills
1.00
All Plus Federal Tax

lursday

s Committee
I 29. at 7:30
I lounge.

Theta Rho Delegates
Attend Conference

Student-Faculty
Parties Planned
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gh-e H. C.7‘ K. Store
19 31111 St.

Orono, Me.

ELL

MEN'

busin
ess
Ador
e
telephone
41y
in the

See the Latest in
• SPORTSWEAR
• TIES
• HOSIERY
• SHIRTS
And other Accessories at

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS
BANGOR

"I've been in the telephone business a little more than
two years.
"And what busy years they've been!
"The Bell System has added more than 6,000,000 new
telephones, erected some 1200 buildings, buried thousands of miles of cable and made great strides in extending and improving telephone service in rural areas.
"Telephone service has been extended to automobiles,
trucks and trains, and a new system for transmitting
telephone conversations and television programs by
microwaves put in operation.
"At Bell Telephone Laboratories they're working on
new electronic devices which will bring still wider horizons of electrical communications within view.
"I've had a part in this post-war progress."
There's a future in telephony.
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Good Will Drive Workers Named Shainin To Speak To Three N.E. Groups
Barbara Hines, secretary of the Good
Will Drive, has announced the names
of the workers who will assist her in
conducting the drive next week. The
workers are: Judy Coffin, Joy Leighton, Rachel Seavey, Ruth Holland,
Mary-Abbie Pulsifer, Priscilla Lord,
Gladys Sampson, Virginia Stickney,
Opal Smith, Marion Carter, Carolyn
Gerrish, Ethel Stone, Nancy Whiting,
Mary Littlefield, Pauline Robbins,
Carolyn Cole, Constance Boynton,
Shirley Wing, Carol Andrews, Lois
Avery. Helen Carlin.

Mary Batchelder, Roberta Conant,
Mrs. Walter Welch, Henry Boudreau,
William Weston, Leon Gray, Mrs.
Harry Fish, Forest Stewart, Mrs.
John Marriet, Mrs. Anton Larson.
Kenneth Seamans, Mrs. Russell Motley. Elmer Smallwood, Alfred Flagg,
Lawrence Hadley, Charles Ellis. E. W.
Lent, William Bonville, Arthur Clark,
Fred Shurman. Bud Nfosely. Earl
Ingalls. Harold NIarden, Stanley Vonkauski, George Grant. Robert Epstein,
Eldridge Wallace. and Bernard Hamilton.

Vincent E. Shainin, assistant professor of geology, is scheduled to speak
before three groups in New England
from May 5 to May 7.
He will be principal guest speaker
at a banquet of the corporators of the
Piscataquis Savings Bank in Dover-

Foxcroft on May 5. At this time he
will discuss his experiences in South
America. with special reference to the
Bolivian Revolution which he witnessed
in 1946.

orary engineeriim society. Initiation
of new members will take place on
campus.

On May 7 lie will fly to New Haven,
Connecticut. where lie will address a
On May 6 Shainin will address th.: faculty conference on research in geannual banquet of Tau Beta Pi. hon- ology at Vale University.

gib

"CHESTERFIELD AND I ARE OLD FRIENDS.
IT'S MY SMOKE."

People say
IN

"You can find it at

PARK'S HARDWARE & VARIETY
31-37 Mill Street, Orono."

"CORONER CREEK"
COLUMBIA'S FORTHCOMING
CINECOLOR PRODUCTION

Guaranteed Watch Repairing

23 BENNOCH ROAD
OTZONO, MA/NE
DIAL 311

and Delivery Service

R. D. KELLEHER
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UNIVERSITY WATCH SERVICE

For Insured Pick Up

Vol. XLI3

11111SON ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
For the week of April 26, 1948

To

BRUCE FOLSOM
Lambda Chi Alpha
In recognition of his election as President
of the M.C.A. for the coming year.

The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

Willard I:\ntc
f Maine Da)
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in case of rair
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Gym instead
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work on the o
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HILLSON CLEANERS
Orono 647

18 Mill Street

WHY...I smoke Chesterfield
(FROM A SERIES OF STATEMENTS BY PROMINENT TOBACCO FARMERS)

'Chesterfield is my tn and. l'e'e been smoking them for
about 16 years. I like them because they're mild and
really satisfy. I know the kind of tobacco that's in
them ... it's the best.
"Chesterfield buys the best grades of tobacco. It's
mild, light, ripe, sweet-smoking tobacco. They pay the
highest prices for their tobacco. It's top quality leaf."

r=1

"It contained my car keys, $20 and a
whole package of Dentyne Chewing Gum!"
•••••••=10
1••••0111••

"This eiime must think Um Dick Tracy: Nobody
cm n resist delicious, clean tasting Dentyne
ich, long !a— .iz
Gum. Nobody can pass up t
flavor. She knows Dentyne helps keep teeth white
and smiles bright. Yet I should find the guy who
stole her Dentyne. If I could do that I'd be the
D.A.!"
Dentyne Gum—Made Only By Adams

11.ESTERFIELD
.‘LWAYS MILDER BATTER,TASTING COOLER SMOKINt.
,,r,r1ght

1.rcr.r TT

5
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